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Abstract: Mass sensing and time keeping applications require high frequency integrated micromechanical oscillators. To overcome the increasing
mechanical stiffness of these structures sensitive optical vibration detection
and efficient actuation is required. Therefore we have implemented an
active feedback system, where the feedback signal is provided by the
optical gradient force that is present between nanophotonic waveguides on a
silicon-on-insulator chip. We found that access to the parametric instability
regime can be easily controlled by tuning the wavelength.
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1.

Introduction

Optical cooling of micromechanical resonators has recently attracted a lot of attention in the
scientific community [1, 2]. In general the major incentive is the possibility to cool a micromechanical resonator to its quantummechanical ground state [3]. In the case of optical cooling
light is used to extract energy from the mechanical resonator and hence to dampen its motion.
However it is also possible to reverse this process and amplify the resonator’s motion through
positive optical feedback. In this regime the micromechanical resonator can be used as an integrated photonic clock [4] or reference oscillator. When thinking of mass sensing applications,
especially in a fluidic environment, micromechanical resonators suffer from very low quality
factors. This limitation might be overcome by positive feedback [5,6]. Both for the sensing and
reference oscillator applications shifting the oscillator’s operating frequency closer to the GHz
regime is beneficial.
Passive cooling or amplification requires the mechanical oscillator to be implemented in an
optical cavity with high Q because the mechanical oscillation period needs to be on the same
order of magnitude as the optical cavity lifetime. However a very high Q limits the intrinsic
optical bandwidth of the system. In addition the high circulating optical powers might result
in heating of the cavity material. Consequently instability of the optical resonance wavelength
can be expected through the thermo-optic effect, which is a considerable drawback.
In this paper we present a system with active feedback that does not include an optical cavity,
hence strongly reducing bandwidth and heating issues. The feedback force is the optical force
that exists between two nanophotonic integrated waveguides. This type of force has recently
been intensively exploited [7, 8, 10]. In an active feedback system the motion of the mechanical
resonator is continuously monitored. Using the recorded signal a feedback force that has a
distinct phase relation to the oscillator’s vibration is generated. If we assume the mechanical
oscillator to be harmonic (with spring constant k, effective mass m and damping constant Γ)
and a brownian force Fbrown acting on it, then the system can be modeled as:
kx(t) + Γẋ(t) + mẍ(t) = Fbrown (t) + Ff b,opt (t)

(1)

The optical feedback force Ff b,opt (t) can be thought of as providing an additional damping term
Γopt ẋ(t) which can be added to the intrinsic damping term at the left hand side of Eq. (1).
The exact phase relation between the oscillating beam and the feedback force of depends
on the delay in the feedback loop. However the mechanical oscillation frequencies that we encounter in our optomechanical devices are typically in the range of 2-10 MHz, so tunable delays
on the order of a few hundreds of nanoseconds are required to actively control the phase of the
feedback force. It is not straightforward to achieve such wide tuning in the delay loop. As an
alternative we propose an optomechanical device (shown in Fig. 1(a)) which exhibits an optical
force of which the phase can be selected with wavelength. The device consists of a MachZehnder interferometer in which one of the arms is considerably longer than the other. One of
the couplers/splitters consists of a freestanding parallel waveguide pair. Due to the different arm
lengths the fields arrive with different phases at the entrance of the parallel waveguide section
when tuning the pump laser wavelength. The fields arriving in phase will favor the excitation of
the symmetric guided mode in the parallel waveguide section, while fields in anti-phase favor
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Fig. 1. Tunable force device [9]. (a), Mach-Zehnder interferometer with arms of unequal
length, one coupler is a Multi-Mode interferometer (MMI) 3dB-splitter/combiner, the
other is a freestanding parallel waveguide coupler. It is also shown where the pump and
probe laser light enter the device. (b), Cross-section of a nanophotonic wire in siliconon-insulator. (c), Cross-section of the freestanding parallel waveguides. (d), Transmission
spectrum of the MZI with freestanding waveguide coupler. Also the transduction spectrum
(taken by measuring the brownian mechanical response at different probe wavelengths and
no pump signal) is plotted, showing that maximum optomechanical transduction can be
found at the local maxima and minima of the transmission spectrum. (e), Measured force
when sweeping the pump length. For the feedback experiments we use for the pump settings the purely attractive force (1542.2 nm) or the repulsive force (1544.1 nm), and set the
probe wavelength to 1549.5 nm (dashed line in (d))

.

the anti-symmetric mode. The latter corresponds to a repulsive force, the former to an attractive force [11, 12] (Fig. 1(e)). Hence effective phase tuning of the force over the full range of
2π can be achieved. We have fabricated a number of such devices using a silicon-on-insulator
platform [13]. The cross-section of the nanophotonic silicon wires is 445 nm width to 220 nm
height and the gap between the parallel waveguides is 220 nm (Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 1(c)). Light is
coupled into the nanophotonic waveguide using a grating coupler [14]. Typical lengths of the
freestanding part vary from 20 to 35 μ m.
2.

Optimizing motion detection

To initiate the envisioned strongly coherent oscillation a sufficiently strong initial vibration is
required to provide the feedback loop with an input signal. The required initial vibration is
provided by the thermal brownian force [15]. However since this force is very weak and the
optomechanical transduction in the proposed type of device is not extremely high the initiating
signal that was obtained in previous work [9, 16] is too weak and noisy. Consequently we
first carefully analyze the noise factors that limit the transduction and optimize our detection
scheme.
In our setup the motion is registered through a probe signal that passes through the op-
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Fig. 2. The blue trace (labeled ‘no preamp’) is the recorded thermal vibration power spectral
density (PSD) without optical preamplifier. The noise floor is set by Johnson-Nyquist noise
in the optical detector. The red trace (labeled ‘preamp, no filter’) was obtained by preamplifying the signal with an EDFA. The noise floor is set by spontaneous-spontaneous beat
noise. The green trace (labeled ‘preamp with filter’) was obtained by inserting a 2.4 nm
optical bandpass filter after the EDFA. The noise floor is set by signal-spontaneous beat
noise. The EDFA and filter provide a 16 dB improvement of the displacement sensitivity.

tomechanical device (approximately 0 dBm through the device). Whenever one of the parallel
nanophotonic waveguides is moving, the gap (and the coupling between the waveguides) is altered and by consequence the power splitting ratio of the coupler is also affected [16]. Hence
the vibration of the nanophotonic waveguide is imprinted onto the probe signal as a power
modulated RF signal and is converted into an electrical RF signal in the photoreceiver. As can
be seen in Fig. 1(d) both the transduction and transmission are wavelength dependent. We also
note that the optomechanical transduction is most sensitive for wavelengths that correspond to
maxima or minima in the transmission spectrum. We choose to set the probe wavelength to a
wavelength that corresponds to a minimum in the transmission spectrum. We will comment on
this choice when analyzing the limiting noise factors.
The blue trace (labeled ‘no preamp’) in Fig. 2 was recorded at a local transmission minimum
(and hence at a local transduction maximum) of only -37 dBm CW output power (MZI extinction ratio > 30 dB). Please note that the data in Fig. 2 stem from a different device than the data
displayed in Fig. 1, Fig. 4, Fig. 5, and Fig. 6, which all origin from the same device for which
the suspended waveguides have natural mechanical frequencies 5.98 MHz and 6.239 MHz. We
see that the recorded power spectral density (PSD) exceeds the noise floor of the electrical spectrum analyzer (ESA) by only 5 dB approximately at the maximum. The noise floor (and hence
the displacement sensitivity) is set by Johnson-Nyquist photoreceiver noise (noise equivalent
1
power photoreceiver = 65 dBm Hz− 2 ) [17]. This statement is supported by the observation that
the same noise floor is measured with and without light being incident on the photoreceiver,
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Fig. 3. Experimental pump-probe set-up with feedback loop and enhanced detection
scheme. The devices are placed in a vacuum chamber to reduce air damping.

indicating that the laser noise (laser linewidth¡200kHz) is negligible compared to the receiver
noise.
In fact a similar noise limitation is encountered in telecom optical networks. When the
noise at the receiver side is found to be the dominant noise factor one benefits from preamplifying the optical signal using an optical amplifier [18]. However during the amplification
process additional noise is added to the signal. Because the photodetector responds to the intensity, which is proportional to the square of the fields, the optical noise gets converted in
two electrical beat noise components. Roughly speaking we get the terms corresponding to
(signal + noise)2 = signal 2 + noise2 + 2 noise signal. The first term is the useful signal, the
second term is the spontaneous-spontaneous beat noise and the third term is called the signalspontaneous beat noise. A more detailed analysis shows that the variance of current fluctuations σ 2 = < (ΔI)2 > due to spontaneous-spontaneous and signal-spontaneous beat noise can
be written as [19]:
2
2
2
2
σ 2 = σsig−sp
+ σsp−sp
σsig−sp
= 4R2 Ssp Δ felec GPs σsp−sp
= 4R2 Ssp Δ felec Ssp Δνopt

(2)

In these formulas Ps is the (DC) optical signal power before amplification, G is the amplifier gain and R is the responsivity of the detector so a signal current I = RGPs is generated.
The spectral density of the spontaneous emission induced noise Ssp can also be expressed in
terms of the amplifier noise figure Fn , the amplifier gain and the average photon energy hν :
2
2
and σsp−sp
the imSsp ≈ 12 Ghν Fn . Given the linear and quadratic dependence on Fn of σsig−sp
portance of an amplifier with low noise figure (the optical amplifiers used in this work have a
noise figure of approximately 4.5 dB) is clear. Also the electrical bandwidth Δ felec is of crucial importance, however, reducing the electrical measurement bandwidth is at some point no
longer beneficial when characterizing thermal mechanical noise, because both the mechanical
and Johnson-Nyquist noise scale with electrical bandwidth.
Due to its dependence on the optical bandwidth Δνopt the spontaneous-spontaneous beat
noise (see Eq. (2)) can in principle easily be reduced by placing an optical band-pass filter after
the optical amplifier. So we conclude that ultimately the signal-spontaneous beat noise must
limit the achievable displacement sensitivity. Given the dependence of the signal-spontaneous
beat noise on Ps we also understand now why it is beneficial to choose a probe wavelength with
low intrinsic transmission: the signal-spontaneous noise is reduced to its absolute minimum.
When the optical probe signal is amplified through an EDFA prior to detection (0 dBm at the
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Fig. 4. Feedback experiments for different optical pump powers (estimated power inside the
device). The lowest (purple) trace (labeled ‘no fb’) origins from the thermal brownian vibration without any optical feedback force. When inserting −14 dBm in the device, then the
damping is more than halved and the apparent mechanical Q increases from 4760 to 10300
(values obtained through fits to a Lorentzian model). For higher optical feedback powers we
observe strong, coherent oscillations. The measured responses are not Lorentzian for they
are strongly influenced by the Gaussian filter shape of the electrical spectrum analyzer. The
black solid lines are fits to a Lorentzian model that allows extraction of the Q’s.

detector) we obtain the red data points (labeled ‘preamp, no filter’ in Fig. 2). We see that the
noise floor is raised over 11 dB, however the useful signal now peaks 16 dB above the noise
floor. Knowing that spontaneous-spontaneous beat noise is reduced by reducing the optical
bandwidth (but signal-spontaneous noise is not, see Eq. (2)) we placed an optical bandpass
filter (2.4 nm optical bandwidth) after the EDFA and obtained the green data (labeled ‘preamp
with filter’ in Fig. 2). We see that the use of the filter provides us with an additional 5 dB of
useful signal and finally we obtain a signal that exceeds the noise floor by 21 dB. Additional experiments with smaller bandwidth optical filters (0.6 nm) did not yield any significant improvement, indicating that signal-spontaneous beat noise is the limiting noise factor for the green
data series. Compared to the non preamplified trace the overall improvement of the displacement sensitivity (16 dB) is dramatic. After calibration we find that the displacement sensitivity
1
has been improved from approximately 80 to 2 f m Hz− 2 .
3.

Feedback

The obtained electrical signal (improved through optical preamplification) is then used to drive
an electro-optical modulator, which modulates the pump laser. The generated optical force that
acts onto the optomechanical device closes the feedback loop. The setup is shown in Fig. 3.
In order to access the region with strongly amplified motion the gain in the feedback loop
needs to be sufficiently high and the phase of the force needs to be set properly (see Eq. (1)). The
gain can be controlled through the optical power that is injected by the pump laser, the phase
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Fig. 5. Feedback experiments for different delay lengths in the feedback loop. The length
of the feedback loop was set to achieve maximum damping for λattr =1542.2 nm (Q≈180,
curve labeled ‘85 ns delay’). The damping increased with a factor of 16 compared to the
case without feedback (initial Q=2900). Shortening the feedback loop with 85 ns retrieved
strongly amplified motion (curve labeled ‘negative damping’).

can be controlled by either the length of the feedback loop or the chosen pump wavelength. In
order to analyze the influence of the different parameters we will each time vary one parameter
(pump power, delay length or wavelength) and keep the two others constant.
In first instance we have established a purely attractive optical force (λattr =1552.4 nm) and
fixed the feedback loop’s delay length such that the optical force provides a maximum amplification. The vibration was then measured for different optical pump powers (Fig. 4). For an
optical power of −14 dBm (estimated power at the device) we observe that the apparent mechanical Q (≈10300) has more than doubled compared to the case without feedback (≈4760).
When the optical power is increased to −9 dBm (and −4 dBm) we notice a strong increase of the
amplitude and consequently a reduction of the peak linewidth. This regime with regenerative
oscillation is sometimes referred to as p̀arametric instability’ in the literature [1]. In this regime
the peak linewidth of the mechanical oscillation is much smaller than the minimum achievable
bandwidth of the electrical spectrum analyzer (10 Hz). In fact the measured peak shape is no
longer Lorentzian but rather a convolution of the Lorentzian shape we wish to measure and
the Gaussian shape of the electrical band pass filter (from the electrical spectrum analyzer).
We found that undoing this convolution in software does not permit a reliable extraction of the
linewidth. We can only conclude safely that the linewidth must be much smaller than 10 Hz (so
Q600000).
In Fig. 5 the results of an experiment for different delay lengths in the feedback loop are
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Fig. 6. Pump wavelength tuning allows to switch from the damped regime (curve labeled
‘λattr =1542.2 nm’) to the self-pulsating regime (curve labeled ‘λrep =1544.1 nm’).

shown. The pump wavelength (λattr =1542.2 nm for attractive force) and optical pump power
are kept constant. (Q≈180, curve labeled ‘85 ns delay’). The damping is increased over a factor
of almost 16 (initial Q=2900). Shortening the feedback loop with 85 ns corresponds approximately to a phase shift of π (mechanical oscillation period ≈168 ns) and consequently strongly
amplified motion is found (curve labeled ‘negative damping’).
Finally we show that in the proposed structure pump wavelength tuning can be used to
switch in a flexible way between the damping and amplifying regimes (Fig. 6). Again we
set the delay length in order to achieve maximum damping for a purely attractive force
(curve labeled ‘λFB,attr =1542.2 nm’). Simply switching the pump wavelength (curve labeled
‘λFB,rep =1544.1 nm’) is sufficient to switch between the different regimes.
4.

Conclusion

In summary we have obtained wavelength tunable parametric instability of micromechanical
oscillators that are fully integrated on a silicon-on-insulator chip. No optical cavity was present
in the active optomechanical feedback scheme. In order to push the oscillator operation regime
closer to the interesting GHz region future work should focus on increasing the optomechanical
interaction. This can most easily be achieved by reducing the gap between the waveguides.
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